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Ready-team Services of ITBS LLC

Teams vs Talent
Why hire one vs the other?
People come from different backgrounds, have different expectations,
different triggers. Assembling a team that can work together as a unit
is a difficult process that requires HR and technical skills, based on
experience - and one can still get it wrong and endup with an
explosive team. Only over time spent working together as a group - can
a team become congruent.

“
Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships.
-Michael Jordan

”
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We host and develop teams.
How would that work?
We build teams that can work together. Comfortable team makes for a
smooth development cycle. It doesn’t mean that there is an exact
shape, size and makeup of an ideal development team, just that a
specific team may need more or less of particular resources. It is
this wholistic approach - that means a success or a failure in
deliverables. All teams have been used in development of projects.
Teams are typically located in Ukraine and/or Russia and have a
professional environment to work in. Office space, internet, all the
typical things.
Teams can communicate in fluent English. Receive instructions, keep
communications flowing throughout the project, report to your
management, etc.
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Team Buildup.
What does one team look like?
We, currently, have a team in Ukraine, consisting of 15 people.
1 Remote Project Manager
1 Business Analyst
1 Software Architect
2 Scrum Masters / Product Managers
3 QA (including automation)
6 Developers (front and and back end)
1 DevOps

Tech stack?
This team has worked on projects with:
Server: LAMP, microservices, SQL/NoSQL/DLT, HTML/SASS/CSS/JSON, AWS/Azure
Blockchain: Ethereum, Solidity, Smart contracts, Tron, Bitcoin
Languages: AngularJS, Elixir, Java, Javascript, Python, Ruby on Rails, Selenium
Project: Jira, Redmine, Trello, Pivotal Tracker, Agile, Scrum, Waterfall, AWS,
Jenkins, Bamboo, VSphere, OpenStack, CSA
Other: Daily meetings over Skype / Slack / GoToMeeting / Hangouts

